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• How do we define “design”/what is a design course? 

- An example was given where students are required to complete a task for which multiple 

solutions exist (e.g. recording and digitizing sound). 

- Even in Fr./So. labs, students can make decisions regarding the apparatus rather than utilize 

a completely constructed setup.  For example, ask student to build the electromagnet for a 

given experiment.  Choices must be made regarding the size of the loops, the number of 

turns, etc. 

- Students need to weigh options and make decisions.  

• Methods courses/experiments focus on mastering a skill and are usually more contrived.  

• Can you even have a “design” component without a “method” component? 

- At least at first, methods must be taught.  But retention is an issue in physics labs; building 

in design elements incrementally may help retention. 

• Our professional art is teaching students “the method of design,” that is, the approach to good 

experimental design.  One difficulty is with the sophistication of the advanced lab.  It can be 

useful to divide a design project into manageable tasks.  Each task can teach a student how to 

step back and figure out how to tackle a problem in increments.  This is what physicists do. 

• A prototype for a good design course is electronics.  First, some methods are learned: power 

regulation, filtering, etc.  Then students can design by integrating the previous parts/methods. 

• Engineering schools must be explicit about where design is built in to the curriculum.  Tap the 

engineers for ideas. 

• Is design seen in typical homework exercises, where a student must search for an appropriate 

equation (method) and couple it with another equation? 

- Most of the group did not recognize design in standard back-of-the-book problems. 

• It is not necessary to give students a completely open-ended project for them to learn design—

indeed, any project can easily be limited by available resources.  Some professors supply 

students with a menu of choices for a design project. 

• Design can be embedded in lecture courses through computational modeling projects. 

• One extracurricular approach to learning design is through a “physics clinic” where community 

members are invited to bring their problems to the physics club for a solution. 

• Should we teach design? 

- Engineers are specialists.  Physicists are not specialists.  In order to expand our “design 

space,” it is necessary to know about techniques/methods.  But as physicists, understanding 

the big picture and being able to adapt is where we excel.  

- Design feeds other skills through gained confidence.  It is a disservice to teach only 

methods. 


